ENTHUSIAST TO A FAULT
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Today's Weburg.net's guest is Leonid Andronov, enthusiast to a fault, a man
undoubtedly interested seeking and steadfast. In 2007 he became a winner of drama
competition "Euroasia" in nomination "free topic play". At the time he decided to make a
movie about rock musicians and in spite of various challenges did not give up on his
goal still. Right now Leonid together with his film crewmembers is evaluating another
cut of the movie "29 kilometer". The film's big screen release is planned on June of this
year.
Read about filming, music and a lot more in the interview with Leonid Andronov - writer,
director and producer of the movie "29 kilometer".
- Leonid, you used to be a musician, which bands you played in?
- I never counted, The most popular ones were "Assa" ,"Barhat" and "John Glyuk band".
The first band is notable for following "Smyslovye Gallutsinatsii" and "Chicherina" for a
while. We even had a collaborative performances of three bands. They went up and we
broke apart. Vocalist of the band Liza Rybalko created a new project after, she even
performed with us at the music festival "Nashestviye" some year. Sasha Volhin started
a popular in town group "Moscow-Luna" and now he's playing at the "Kurar".
"Barhat" was an ambitious project and it's leader - Nikolai Zeinikov - renamed and
transformed it several times. Right now it's "Oligarchs" - Moscow-London project.
"John Glyuk Band" is the last band I played at. After a five-year break. I came to help
after their drummer suddenly left. But I warned them right away that sooner or later I'll
leave since I'm busy filming. I recorded a few songs with them, played one show and
got back to working on the movie.
By the way both of the bands music has been used in the movie.
- It's symbolical that your movie is about ex rock-performers. Do you think that
Ural's rock is a phenomena which mostly stayed in the past? Or it stayed in the
past just for you and the movie has a somewhat nostalgic touch?
- No, I don't make any big assumptions. To be honest I had one editing option in which I
was trying to philosophize, reflect on mid-life crisis and stuff. Thanks God both friends
and actors talked me out of that idea. And I understood myself that I have no right to
preach. That's why "29 Kilometer" is just a story of one band. Nostalgic, of course.
There's a lot of scenes from my life. Things that happened inside my first band and my
friend's bands.
- There was a time when you were attending N.V. Kolyady's seminars and even
took a first place at the international drama competition "Eurasia". Do you still
write plays? How did this win influence your creative path?
- Nikolay Vladimirovoch taught me a lot even thought I've never been his student. He's
a unique and very open man. The most amazing thing is that he doesn't teach in a
classic form. He's just talking about himself. Mostly. But the one who has ears would

hear! He tells so much stuff you'll never read in any book. Some students hear that and
some don't. I definitely did. But I have to confess - not right away. And took my penalties
for it. Kolyada was giving me so much scolding nobody can imagine. I think he never
lashed anyone as much as he did me. He cherishes and pampers his students but I
wasn't a student.
That's why I'm especially proud to have that award. And I got so exited that decided to
shoot my first movie. I had so much energy I wasn't patient enough to wait to enroll into
High Directing Courses as I planned before. I decided I’d learn everything on practice.
So starting with summer 2007 and until this moment I'm fully taken up with my directing
and producing debut. I only wrote one play and a couple of scripts since then.
- Your play "Monologues of success karma" is very realistic, even documentary:
that makes it both comprehensive and deep. Rereading it now over two years
later do you think anything changed in the perception? What destiny overtook the
play?
- I haven't reread it, to be honest. Had no time. But I think that in two years it didn't not
only kept topicality but also even gained more. And speaking about perception…
Whose? Mine? I just like any man, change over time. Talking about people's
perception… This is probably a philosophical question - does it change at all.
The play has been published in "Modern Drama" magazine. A while after that I found
out information on the Internet that a play has been based on it in Ukraine. They
should've at least let me know - gladden me! I called them myself and argued as
decency. Zero result. The play has been on for two seasons now. Reviews are good
even though the director changed a lot and the least I can say I have mixed feelings
about it. However I could've not even ever find out. Basically this situation doesn't
provide me emotional nor material satisfaction.
- Casted in the movie "29 Kilometer" were both professional actors from
"Kolyada-theater" and simple musicians. Was it difficult to work with actors since
it was your first directing experience?
- It was hard mostly because when I started working had no idea what I'm going to do. I
barely had anything except for drive and managing skills. That's where
misunderstanding between professional actors and me came from and I had to
overcome it. Basically sometimes it even reached the point when someone was just
about to leave set. And that was not good. If somebody didn't mention a phrase: "You
did not carry us away with your project" nothing would've worked out. But when I heard
that I suddenly realized that I did not take time to explain anyone why do I want to make
this movie and what is it for. Then I had to gather everyone around and give a long
speech about what is this project to me. And since I was honest and genuine - they
trusted me. Ever after that we worked in one breath.
Talking about professionals - it's always easier to work with them. Because they trust
you completely. All you have to do is give them a right objective, that's it. And also sometimes they have more drive.
- May I ask you what's the movie's budget?
- It keeps rising. When I mention the numbers in Moscow nobody believes me. They
even widen their eyes. For them, it's impossible to make a movie for such a small
amount of money. Film industry-wise 700-800 thousands of Rubles is nothing but for
someone who lives outside of Moscow it's a lot.

- If you knew all the challenges you'll have to meet while making a movie would
you rethink before getting into it?
- May be I wouldn't even get involved. I wouldn't believe I'm capable of something like
that. It seems to me that this project is a great example of the fact that everything can
work out without a detailed pre-deliberations and hesitations. Speaking about
deliberations. When I was starting out I was absolutely sure that I'll fit in fifty, sixty
maximum Rubles. And will be done with the shoot in five days.
- What would you advise to someone amateur who wants to make a movie?
- I haven't reached that point where I can advise anyone anything.
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